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ABSTRACT

Internal lee waves generated by geostrophic flows over rough topography are thought to be a significant

energy sink for eddies and energy source for deep ocean mixing. The sensitivity of the energy flux into lee

waves from preindustrial, present, and possible future climate conditions is explored in this study using linear

theory. The bottom stratification and geostrophic velocity fields needed for the calculation of the energy flux

into lee waves are provided byGeophysical FluidDynamics Laboratory’s global coupled ocean–ice–atmosphere

model, CM2G. The unresolvedmesoscale eddy energy is parameterized as a function of the large-scale available

potential energy. Simulations using historical and representative concentration pathway (RCP) scenarios were

performed over the 1861–2200 period. The diagnostics herein suggest a decrease of the global energy flux into lee

waves on the order of 20% from preindustrial to future climate conditions under the RCP8.5 scenario. In the

Southern Ocean, the energy flux into lee waves exhibits a clear annual cycle with maximum values in austral

winter. The long-term decrease of the global energy flux into lee waves and the annual cycle of the energy flux in

the Southern Ocean are mostly due to changes in bottom velocity.

1. Introduction

The momentum transferred from the winds to the

ocean is the main driver of the large-scale ocean circu-

lation. The wind power input into geostrophic flows,

estimated to be ofO(1) TW (Wunsch 1998; Scott andXu

2009), is then mostly transferred to geostrophic eddies

through baroclinic instability (Wunsch and Ferrari

2004). The pathways ultimately leading to the eddy en-

ergy dissipation remain uncertain, and several processes

can act to dissipate eddy energy in the ocean (Wunsch

and Ferrari 2004; Ferrari and Wunsch 2009). Among

them are bottom drag (Arbic and Flierl 2004), with an

estimated dissipation of 0.2–0.8 TW (Sen et al. 2008),

dissipation in the western boundary of the oceanic basins,

accounting for an estimated dissipation of 0.1–0.3 TW

poleward of 108N/S (Zhai et al. 2010), and the
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generation and subsequent dissipation of internal lee

waves (e.g., Naveira Garabato et al. 2004; Marshall and

Naveira Garabato 2008; Nikurashin and Ferrari 2010b;

Nikurashin et al. 2013), with an estimated dissipation of

0.2–0.4 TW (Nikurashin and Ferrari 2011; Scott et al.

2011). The latter is the focus of this paper.

Lee waves can be generated in a stratified fluid through

the interaction of deep geostrophic currents with small-

scale rough topography (e.g., Bell 1975; St. Laurent and

Garrett 2002; Nikurashin and Ferrari 2010b). Analytical

calculations of the energy flux into lee waves based on the

linear theory ofBell (1975) have been performed recently

by Nikurashin and Ferrari (2011) and Scott et al. (2011).

The two independent estimates are consistent, with

a global conversion rate of 0.2–0.4 TW dominated by the

SouthernOcean, which has strong deep reaching currents

such as the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) and

where the wind power input into the ocean is greatest.

Another recent calculation of the global energy flux into

lee waves, performed byWright et al. (2014), based on in

situ data for the bottom currents, suggests a higher global

conversion rate of 0.75 6 0.19 TW, but also with

a prominent role of the Southern Ocean.

When lee waves break due to shear or convective in-

stabilities, the energy converted from geostrophic mo-

tions into lee waves is dissipated and a fraction of it goes

into turbulent mixing in the deep ocean (e.g., Naveira

Garabato et al. 2004; Nikurashin et al. 2013). How far

from their generation site and how high in the water

column lee waves dissipate their energy is largely un-

known (e.g., Melet et al. 2014). Lee waves also extract

momentum and vorticity from the geostrophic flows

through wave drag (Naveira Garabato et al. 2013). Over

recent years, the potentially pivotal role of lee waves for

the energy budget and dynamical balance of the

Southern Ocean has been highlighted in several studies

(e.g., Kunze et al. 2006; Nikurashin and Ferrari 2010a;

Trossman et al. 2013; Naveira Garabato et al. 2013).

Gille et al. (2000) reported from satellite observations

that the dissipation of mesoscale eddy energy was par-

tially determined by the roughness of the bottom to-

pography, and hypothesized the underlying process to

be the conversion ofmesoscale eddy energy into leewaves.

Studies based on in situ observations have indeed identi-

fied lee-wave-driven mixing as the likely mechanism

leading to intense turbulent diapycnal mixing and energy

dissipation common throughout areas of rough bottom

topographyunder theACC, such as theKerguelenPlateau

(Polzin and Firing 1997; Waterman et al. 2013) and the

Drake Passage and Scotia Sea (Heywood et al. 2002;

Naveira Garabato et al. 2004; Sloyan 2005; St. Laurent

et al. 2012; Sheen et al. 2013; Brearley et al. 2013). Dia-

pycnal mixing in the deep ocean sustained by breaking

internal waves (such as internal tides and lee waves) is of

importance for large-scale climate since it plays a crucial

role for the maintenance of the stable stratification of the

deep ocean through a downward diffusive heat flux.

Consequently, internal-wave-driven mixing is a key driver

of the global overturning circulation (e.g., Talley 2013) and

is also pivotal for determining the ocean sequestration of

heat and carbon (e.g., Bryan 1987; Park and Bryan 2000;

Sokolov et al. 2003; Gnanadesikan et al. 2003, 2004;

Wunsch and Ferrari 2004; Friedrich et al. 2011).

However, internal-wave-driven mixing occurs on

scales too small for global ocean models to explicitly

resolve, and has to be parameterized. Over the last de-

cade, efforts have been focused on parameterizations of

the generation and dissipation of internal tides (e.g.,

Jayne and St. Laurent 2001; Polzin 2009; Decloedt and

Luther 2010; Melet et al. 2013), which are the most en-

ergetic class of internal waves [with O(1) TW of energy

being dissipated in the deep ocean]. Although the global

energy conversion rate in the deep ocean into lee waves

is small compared to that into internal tides, the spatial

distributions of the energy flux into internal tides and lee

waves are strikingly different: lee waves are mostly gen-

erated in the SouthernOceanwhere the energy conversion

into internal tides is weak (Nycander 2005; Nikurashin and

Ferrari 2011). As it has recently been shown that lee-wave-

drivenmixing has the potential to impact the ocean state

in a climate model (Melet et al. 2014), the energy budget

of the ocean eddies, and the large-scale circulation

(Trossman et al. 2013), as well as the deep ocean tur-

bulent mixing (Gille et al. 2000; Ito and Marshall 2008;

Saenko et al. 2012; Nikurashin and Ferrari 2013), pa-

rameterizing lee-wave-driven mixing in climate models

warrants serious consideration (MacKinnon 2013).

In most contemporary climate models (using an ocean

component at 18 to a 1/48 resolution), geostrophic eddies
cannot be resolved in most parts of the ocean (Hallberg

2013) and eddy effects need to be parameterized. The

extraction of available potential energy from the mean

state by eddies (and corresponding flattening of isopycnal

surfaces) is commonly parameterized via a Laplacian dif-

fusion of the height of isopycnal surfaces, using variants

of the Gent and McWilliams (1990) scheme. In this ap-

proach, eddy energy is implicitly assumed to be dissipated

adiabatically, and does not maintain diapycnal mixing.

In such models, the strength of the abyssal meridional

overturning circulation (MOC) generally decreases with

increasing winds over the SouthernOcean. This is not only

due to the lack of eddy–mean flow and eddy–convection

interactions (Booth and Kamenkovich 2008; Ivchenko

et al. 2014), but also to the lack of a coupling between

winds and mixing notably through lee waves (Saenko

et al. 2012). However, a recent modeling study by
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Stanley and Saenko (2014) shows that if a fraction of the

parameterized eddy energy is allowed to maintain dia-

pycnal mixing in the deep ocean, then the abyssal MOC

generally strengthens in response to an increase of wind

energy input in the ocean. In that case, increasing the

winds steepens isopycnal surfaces, increases the available

potential energy and energy of parameterized eddies, and

therefore increases diapycnal mixing in the deep ocean.

In their study, using a wind-power-dependent diapycnal

diffusivity was key to allowing the abyssal MOC to in-

tensify with increasing winds.

Therefore, the building literature on leewaves and their

impact on the ocean and climate calls for a full coupling

between the wind power, stratification, parameterized

eddies, and lee-wave-driven mixing in climate models.

The parameterization proposed by Stanley and Saenko

(2014) is the first prescribing deep internal-wave-driven

mixing with a dependence on wind strength and eddy

energy. To summarize, their ‘‘E-conserving’’ scheme as-

sumes that a fraction of the Gent and McWilliams (1990)

parameterized mesoscale eddy energy is transferred to

lee waves whose breaking maintains diapycnal mixing.

The dissipation rate of the corresponding lee waves is

parameterized as the sum of a local turbulent dissipation

rate, which corresponds to a fraction of the local dissi-

pation of the waves, and a background value set by the

global average of the remaining lee wave energy that is

assumed to be dissipated remotely. The dissipation is

finally prescribed to decay exponentially above the sea

floor, as in the St. Laurent et al. (2002) formulation.

Although the mechanism coupling the wind power to

diapycnal mixing in the deep ocean was assumed in their

study to be the conversion ofmesoscale eddy energy into

lee waves and their subsequent breaking, the parame-

terization proposed by Stanley and Saenko (2014) does

not physically take into account the generation of lee

waves. Notably, whereas linear theory predicts that only

topographic features with wavenumbers in the range

f /U to N/U can radiate lee waves (f being the Coriolis

frequency, N the buoyancy frequency, and U the mag-

nitude of the bottom velocity), the Stanley and Saenko

(2014) parameterization omits this necessary condition

on the topographic roughness scales. Furthermore, the

generation and subsequent dissipation of lee waves by

geostrophic motions large enough to be resolved in

a climate model (such as the ACC) is disregarded. As

a result, the spatial distribution of the energy source for

deep ocean mixing in their study is completely different

than that of the energy flux into lee waves computed by

Nikurashin and Ferrari (2011) and Scott et al. (2011).

Finally, the framework proposed by Stanley and Saenko

(2014) does not directly take into account the direct

feedback of lee-wave-driven mixing on the parameter-

ized eddies. Therefore, progress remains to be made for

explicitly and physically coupling the wind power, strat-

ification, parameterized eddies, and lee-wave-driven

mixing in climate models.

The present study focuses on the evolution of the lee

wave energy flux with changes in hydrography, which

represents a step toward a physically based, energeti-

cally consistent, and fully interactive coupling of the

wind power, stratification, and lee-wave-driven mixing

in climate models. We first examine the sensitivity of the

rate of generation of lee waves to changes in hydrogra-

phy that are consistent with the evolution of the ocean

state from preindustrial to present and future climate

conditions (until year 2200). The analytical calculations

of the rate of generation of lee waves are based on linear

wave theory of Bell (1975) formulated in terms of the ef-

fective topographic spectrum by Nikurashin and Ferrari

(2010b, 2011) and summarized in section 2a. The primary

challenge to calculate the energy flux into lee waves in

climate models is the knowledge of the bottom velocity

field, since geostrophic eddies cannot be resolved ev-

erywhere (notably in the Southern Ocean, which dom-

inates the generation of lee waves) in contemporary

global ocean models, even at 1/128 resolution (Hallberg

2013). Therefore, in these models, the geostrophic bot-

tom velocity needs to be parameterized. The parame-

terization of the mesoscale eddy kinetic energy used in

this paper is based on the work byMarshall and Adcroft

(2010) and depends on the modeled available potential

energy. This parameterization is presented in section 2b

and evaluated in a climate model (presented in section 2c)

in section 2d. The sensitivity of the rate of generation of lee

waves to changes in hydrography and bottom speed from

preindustrial to future conditions is presented in section 3.

2. Methodology

a. Linear theory

An analytical expression for the energy flux Ef con-

verted from the geostrophic flows into lee waves has

been derived from the linear theory of internal waves by

Bell (1975) in the limit of subcritical slopes (i.e., when

the slope of the topography is smaller than the slope of

the radiated lee wave beam):

Ef 5
r0
4p2

ð‘
2‘

ð‘
2‘

P(k, l)
U � k
k

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N 2 2 (U � k)2

q
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(U � k)2 2 f 2

q
dk dl , (1)
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where r0 is a reference seawater density, k5 (k, l) is the

topographic wavenumber vector, P(k, l) is the topo-

graphic spectrum, U is the bottom velocity, N is the

bottom stratification, and f is the Coriolis parameter.

As shown in Nikurashin and Ferrari (2011), (1) can be

rewritten in a reference frame rotated at each location

along and across the mean flow U:

Ef 5
r0jUj
p

ðN/jUj

jf j/jUj
P*(k)

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N 22 jUj2k2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jUj2k22 f 2

q
dk ,

(2)

where the effective topographic spectrum P* is given by

P*(k)5
1

2p

ð‘
2‘

jkj
jkjP(k, l) dl . (3)

The effective topographic spectrum can be related to

a one-dimensional spectrum representing topographic

scales typical of the lee wave radiative range. At these

scales, of O(0.1–10) km, abyssal hills dominate the struc-

ture of the sea floor.Direct observations of abyssal hills are

not available on a global scale, but a parametric repre-

sentation of the abyssal hill topography spectrum has been

derived by Goff and Jordan (1988). If we further assume

that abyssal hill topography is isotropic and that lee waves

radiate from topographic scales such that k � k0, with k0
the characteristic wavenumber at which the abyssal hill

spectrum changes from flat to roll-off shape (corner

wavenumber), then the Goff and Jordan (1988) model

spectrum can be reduced to a 1D spectrum P1D(k):

P1D(k)5P0k
12m , (4)

where P0 is the spectral level and 12m the spectral

slope. While the assumption of isotropy in the topo-

graphic spectrum does not strongly impact the estimate

of the global energy flux into lee waves (Nikurashin and

Ferrari 2011; Scott et al. 2011), taking into account

abyssal hill anisotropy will likely make the estimate of

lee wave radiation more accurate in some regions. The

second assumption k � k0 is not very restrictive as lee

waves are radiated from abyssal hills, with wavelenghts

k21 of O(0.1–10) km, while k21
0 is of O(50) km.

The two parameters P0 and 12m are estimated as in

Nikurashin andFerrari (2011) on a 38 3 38 grid by fitting the
model spectrum of Goff and Jordan (1988) to the spectrum

estimated from the single beam acoustic data from theU.S.

National Geophysical Data Center in a least squares sense

in the 2–20-km wavelength range, characteristic of the lee

wave radiative range. As shown in Nikurashin and Ferrari

(2010a), (3) can be related to (4) following

P*(k)5P1D(k)
B[1/2, (m2 1)/2]

B[1/2,m/2]
, (5)

where B is the beta function.

The energy flux based on the linear theory then follows:

Ef 5
r0jUjP0

p

B[1/2, (m2 1)/2]

B[1/2,m/2]

ðN/jUj

jf j/jUj
k12m

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N 2 2 jUj2k2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jUj2k2 2 f 2

q
dk . (6)

The linear theory (6) is formally valid for subcritical

slopes only, that is, for slopes where the steepness pa-

rameter � is smaller than a critical value �c, with

�5
N

ffiffiffi
2

p
hrms

jUj , (7)

and hrms is the topographic roughness leading to the radia-

tion of lee waves, calculated from the integral of the topo-

graphic spectrum(4)over the radiative leewavewavelengths:

h2rms5
1

2p
P0

1

22m

"
N22m 2 jf j22m

jUj22m

#
. (8)

Over subcritical slopes, linear theory predicts that the

energy flux increases as a function of the squared steep-

ness parameter. Over supercritical slopes (when �. �c),

geostrophic flows are partly blocked by topography and

the energy flux saturates instead of increasing with �2.

Following Nikurashin and Ferrari (2011), the energy flux

into lee waves is therefore corrected for the saturation of

the energy flux at supercritical slopes by multiplying the

expression given by the linear theory by (�c/�)
2 where

�. �c, and using �c 5 0:7.

Thereafter, the energy flux based on the linear theory

is therefore calculated using the same analytical ex-

pression as in Nikurashin and Ferrari (2011):

Ef 5
r0jUjP0

p

B[1/2, (m2 1)/2]

B[1/2,m/2]

ðN/jUj

jf j/jUj
k2m11

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N 2 2 jUj2k2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jUj2k22 f 2

q
dkmin

�
1,
h�c
�

i2�
. (9)
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b. Parameterization of the mesoscale eddy velocity

The geostrophic bottom velocity field is needed to

compute the energy flux into lee waves. Since climate

models do not resolve themesoscale eddyfield globally, the

eddy field is parameterized based on the studies of Eden

andGreatbatch (2008) andMarshall andAdcroft (2010). In

the parameterization, the intensity of eddy activity is pre-

dicted in the model using a 2D equation for the mesoscale

eddy kinetic energy (MEKE, denoted E below). The

MEKE framework expresses an energy budget in which

mean flow energy is removed by mesoscale eddies and the

accumulated eddy energy is subsequently dissipated

through different mechanisms. The budget ofE is given by

›E

›t
5 Src2 gE2

CdajUEj
H

E1
1

H
$ � (HkE$E) , (10)

where the first term of the RHS is the source term for

E [see (11)] and the second is a damping term (here,

g5 1027 s21). The third term is an energy sink through

bottomdrag, witha being a ratio of the 2Dmesoscale eddy

velocity (UE) and the bottom mesoscale eddy velocity, H

the ocean depth, and Cd the drag coefficient set to 0.003

here. The fourth term is the divergence of a flux that rep-

resents propagation and spreading of E, here parameter-

ized as a diffusion. This approach differs from Eden and

Greatbatch (2008) by considering the depth integrated

eddyenergy equation in an attempt to represent the gravest

mode unresolved geostrophic turbulence. The source term

is diagnosed as the extraction of energy by eddy parame-

terization due to Gent and McWilliams (1990) and/or the

lateral viscosity (Eden and Greatbatch 2008):

Src5
1

H

ðh
2H

Kintjsj2jNj2 dz2 0:001

H

ðh
2H

u � ($ � tvisc) dz ,
(11)

where jsj is the magnitude of the isoneutral slope and

Kint is the thickness diffusivity, both used in the Gent

and McWilliams (1990) parameterization, and tvisc is the

lateral stress tensor. The factor of 0.001 in (11) is an

(assumed small) efficiency for the conversion of energy

extracted by horizontal viscosity into baroclinic eddy

energy. In practice, the MEKE source terms evolve on

baroclinic time scales so that (10) is often near a balanced

state in which the slowly changing source terms are bal-

anced by some diffusive smoothing and the faster local

damping. This balanced state for MEKE is an augmenta-

tion of the closure for eddy energy given by Cessi (2008).

An eddy thickness diffusivity is estimated using a

mixing-length scaling, kE ;LUE (e.g., Taylor 1915; Bates

et al. 2014, and references therein). The length scale L is

the smaller of the grid size and the first-mode baroclinic

deformation radius and the predicted eddy energy is used

to estimate the velocity scale (UE 5
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2E

p
), resulting in

kE5 0:03L
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2E

p
, (12)

where the nondimensional coefficient has been empiri-

cally determined.

This eddy parameterization provides a 2D field for the

mesoscale eddy velocities where the lee wave parame-

terization requires a bottomvelocity. Because theMEKE

parameterization is depth integrated and is targeting the

gravest mode eddy structures, we assume that the bottom

velocity is simply proportional to the amplitude of those

gravestmodes (namely aUE), which is consistent with the

dissipation term used in the energy Eq. (10). Note that a

is set here to 0.1 so that 1) the interface height diffusivity

inferred from MEKE is consistent with the interface

height diffusivity used in the model [(12) involves a

through (10)], 2) the total bottom velocity of the coarse-

resolution model is consistent with the bottom velocity of

a high-resolutionmodel, and 3) the global energy flux into

lee waves computed from the linear theory and using the

model bottom stratification and speed (including the

MEKE contribution) is consistent with previous esti-

mates of the energy flux into lee waves (Nikurashin and

Ferrari 2011; Scott et al. 2011) (see section 2d herein for

an evaluation of the MEKE-derived interface height

diffusivities and bottom speed in the model).

c. Climate model description

Calculations of the energy flux into lee waves involve

the velocities and buoyancy frequency at the bottom of

the ocean. These variables are taken from GFDL’s

CM2G ocean–ice–atmosphere coupled model used for

the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) suite (Dunne

et al. 2012). The ocean component is the GOLD iso-

pycnal model (Hallberg and Adcroft 2009), with a nomi-

nal resolution of 18. The meridional resolution increases

toward 1/28 poleward of 608S and toward 1/38 equatorward
of 208, and 63 isopycnal layers are used. Standard sim-

ulations of CM2G use a Laplacian diffusion operator for

the along-isopycnal tracer mixing and an isopycnal

height diffusion parameterization, analogous to Gent

and McWilliams (1990). In this study, the simulations

were performed using the MEKE parameterization in

a diagnostic passive mode. These simulations were ini-

tialized using a spun-up state of CM2G after 1000 years

of integration with year 1860 concentrations of aerosols

and greenhouse gases. The first simulation, referred to

as pi-control, corresponds to the control run and uses

preindustrial (year 1860) concentrations of aerosols

and greenhouse gases. The historical simulation has

been integrated from the spun-up state using historical

15 MARCH 2015 MELET ET AL . 2369



concentrations of aerosols and greenhouse gases over the

1861–2009 period. Projections have been performed until

2200 using the Climate Model Intercomparison Project

phase 5 (CMIP5) RCP 2.6, 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5 scenarios for

the concentrations of aerosols and greenhouse gases

(leading to a radiative forcing peaking at ;3Wm22 be-

fore 2100 and then declining for RCP2.6, to a radiative

forcing of ;4.5 and ;6.0Wm22 at stabilization after

2100 for RCP4.5 and RCP6.0 respectively, and to a radi-

ative forcing greater than 8.5Wm22 in 2100 for RCP8.5).

d. Evaluation of the modeled bottom stratification
and speed

The rate of conversion of the energy flux into lee

waves directly depends on the bottom stratification and

speed simulated by the climate model. CM2G repre-

sents overflows, and therefore the bottom stratification,

particularly well. The 2000–08 mean bottom stratifica-

tion of the historical simulation, the bottom stratifica-

tion of the WOCE hydrographic atlas [Gouretski and

Koltermann 2004; computed as in Nikurashin and

Ferrari (2011)] and their ratio are shown in Fig. 1. CM2G

reproduces the large-scale patterns of the observed bot-

tom stratification, notably in the Southern Ocean where

the energy flux into lee waves is large (Fig. 1).

The bottom velocity due to unresolved mesoscale

eddies is diagnosed in the model from the MEKE

scheme. To ensure that the mesoscale eddy kinetic en-

ergy diagnosed from the MEKE scheme is broadly

consistent with the ocean state in the simulation, the

FIG. 1. Bottom stratification from (a) the historical simulation 2000–08 mean (computed

from monthly outputs) and (b) WOCE hydrographic atlas, in log10 scale. Units are in s21.

(c) Log10 of the ratio of the climate model historical 2000–08 mean bottom stratification [(a)]

over the WOCE bottom stratification [(b)].
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interface height diffusivities that are inferred from

MEKEare compared to the interface height diffusivities

that are actually used in the simulation. Differences

between the interface height diffusivities diagnosed

from MEKE and those used in the model are expected

since the two schemes do not rely on the same hypoth-

esis, but overall the pattern and amplitude of the in-

terface height diffusivities should be consistent.

FIG. 2. Interface height diffusivities (inm2 s21) for year 1863 (a) used in the simulation and

(b) diagnosed from the MEKE scheme, and (c) differences between the two [(a) minus (b)].

The dotted line in (c) shows the position of the polar front. (d) Zonal mean of the interface

height diffusivities (inm2 s21) used in the simulation (thin line) and diagnosed from theMEKE

scheme (thick line) for year 1863 in the pi-control simulation.
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The interface height diffusivity inferred from the

MEKE scheme equilibrates within 2 years after initial-

izing MEKE with zero energy. Therefore, results are

shown for year 1863 (Fig. 2). Overall, a good agreement

in the interface height diffusivities is found. Interface

height diffusivities aremaximum in the SouthernOcean,

where the wind power input is large and eddies are

vigorous and ubiquitous. However, the maximum in-

terface height diffusivities occurring in the Southern

Ocean inferred from the MEKE scheme are shifted

equatorward compared to the maximum interface

height diffusivities occurring in the Southern Ocean in

the simulation (Fig. 2d).

The spatial distribution of the vertically averaged

thickness diffusivities is well captured with the MEKE

scheme (cf. Figs. 2a,b), although the MEKE scheme

gives stronger interface height diffusivities in coastal

regions and western boundary currents, and weaker

interface height diffusivities at high latitudes. In the

Southern Ocean, the patches of strong eddy kinetic

energy (corresponding to strong values of interface

height diffusivities) are even stronger in the MEKE

diagnostic, but theMEKE interface height diffusivities

are weaker than the ones used in the model poleward

of the polar front [determined here as the position of

the 28C isotherm at 200-m depth in the Southern

Ocean following Orsi et al. (1995)], which roughly

delimits the poleward extension of the Antarctic Cir-

cumpolar Current.

The overall agreement in terms of amplitude and

spatial patterns of the interface height diffusivities used

in the simulation and diagnosed from the MEKE

scheme indicates that the MEKE scheme predicts

a mesoscale eddy kinetic energy that is consistent (in

terms of amplitude and large-scale distribution) with the

ocean state in the simulation.

The resolved bottom velocities are generally higher

than the parameterized bottom mesoscale velocities (cf.

Figs. 3a,b). The 2000–08 mean total bottom speed (due

to both resolved and unresolved bottom velocities) of

the historical simulation (Fig. 3c) is compared to bottom

velocities of a 1/88 simulation of GOLD under present

climate conditions [the same simulation that was used by

Nikurashin and Ferrari (2011) in their estimate of the

energy flux into lee waves]. The spatial distribution of

the bottom speed is overall consistent, with the highest

bottom speed found in the Southern Ocean. Differences

are mainly found in the equatorial band, where the

bottom speed is due to deep zonal jets that are not re-

solved or parameterized in the coarse-resolutionGOLD

model, in the Agulhas Leakage because of the absence

of Agulhas eddies (which are not resolved or parame-

terized in the coarse-resolution GOLD model) and in

the Zapiola anticyclone region. The bottom speed also

tends to be weaker in the Southern Ocean in the coarse-

resolution GOLD model.

Based on this analysis, it is reasonable to suggest

that CM2G simulates bottom velocities and stratifi-

cation adequately well for this exploratory sensitivity

study.

FIG. 3. Historical simulation 2000–08 mean (computed from

monthly outputs) of (a) the resolved bottom speed, (b) the pa-

rameterized mesoscale bottom speed, and (c) total bottom speed

[sum of (a) and (b)] in log10 scale (inm s21). (d) Bottom speed in

a 1/88 GOLD simulation, in log10 scale (inm s21). (e) Log10 of the

ratio of the climate model historical 2000–08 mean bottom speed

(c) over the 1/88 GOLD simulation bottom speed (d).
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3. Results

a. Evolution of the energy flux into lee waves from
preindustrial to present and future climates

Before analyzing the evolution of the rate of conver-

sion of the energy flux into lee waves from 1861 to 2200,

we first look at the evolution of the bottom stratification

and bottom velocity since these variables directly impact

the conversion rate (9). Figure 4 shows the time series of

the global mean ocean temperature, bottom stratifica-

tion, resolved bottom velocity, parameterized bottom

mesoscale velocity, and total bottom velocity. The

warming of the ocean (Fig. 4a) induces an increase of

the bottom stratification from 1861 to 2200 over the

historical period and under the different RCP scenarios

(Fig. 4b). By contrast, both the resolved and parame-

terized mesoscale bottom velocities decrease over time

(Figs. 4c,d). Globally, the resolved bottom velocities

explain 2/3 of the total bottom velocities (Fig. 4e), with

the parameterized bottommesoscale velocity explaining

the remaining 1/3. The weakening of the global total

bottom velocity from 1861 to 2200 in the historical/RCP

simulations is largely (;80%) explained by the weak-

ening of the resolved bottom velocity.

The calculations of the energy flux into lee waves were

performed in this section using the linear theory [(9)],

with monthly means of model outputs, and were then

averaged to give an annual mean energy flux. Time

series of the global integral of the energy flux into lee

waves are presented in Fig. 5a. The global energy flux

FIG. 4. Time series of the global mean (a) ocean temperature (in 8C), (b) bottom stratification (multiplied by 103, in s21), (c) resolved

bottom speed (in cm s21), (d) parameterizedmesoscale bottom speed (in cm s21), and (e) total bottom speed [sumof (c) and (d), in cm s21]

for the pi-control (in dark blue), historical (in black), RCP2.6 (in light blue), RCP4.5 (in green), RCP6.0 (in orange), and RCP8.5 (in red)

simulations. A low-pass filter (Sparzen filter with a window of 19 yr) has been applied to the time series.
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into lee waves for the preindustrial and present climates is

in the range 0.24–0.32 TW for both the pi-control and

historical simulations. These values are consistent with the

estimate of 0.2–0.4 TW given by Nikurashin and Ferrari

(2011) and Scott et al. (2011) for the present climate, but

are lower than the estimate of Wright et al. (2014).

The amplitudes of the global energy fluxes into lee

waves inferred from the pi-control and historical simu-

lations are consistent before year 2000. However, large

interannual and decadal variabilities are found in both

simulations. In the pi-control experiment, this variability

is only due to the natural variability of the climate sys-

tem and therefore gives an estimate of the natural var-

iability of the global energy flux into lee waves.

Over the twenty-first and twenty-second centuries, the

global energy flux into lee waves weakens significantly in

the simulations using the different RCP scenarios,

reaching values of 0.18–0.25 TW, whereas it remains in

the 0.24–0.32-TW range in the pi-control experiment.

Compared to the pi-control simulation, the twenty-

second-century global energy flux into lee waves is

26% weaker in the RCP8.5 simulation, 23% weaker in

the RCP6.0 simulation, 21% weaker in the RCP4.5

simulation, and 17% weaker in the RCP2.6 simulation.

In the simulations using the historical/RCP scenarios, the

decrease of the energy flux can be due to both natural

variability and the changes in atmospheric forcing due to

anthropogenic activities. Nevertheless, the global energy

flux into lee waves consistently decreases in the RCP

simulations over time, reaching low values that were not

found in the pi-control run. This argues for a signature of

the anthropogenic forcing on the energy flux into lee

waves over the twenty-first and twenty-second centuries.

Hovmöller diagrams of the zonal average of the
anomalies of the energy flux into lee waves from the
1981–2000 period as a function of time show that indeed,

at most latitudes, the energy flux into lee waves tends to

decrease over time in the historical/RCP8.5 simulation

whereas it fluctuates with no clear long-term trend in the

pi-control run (Figs. 6a,b). An exception is found in the

508–608S band where the energy flux into lee waves in-

creases over time in the historical/RCP8.5 simulation.

Changes in the energy flux into lee waves computed

from the linear theory are related to changes in the re-

solved bottom velocity and to changes in hydrography.

Changes in hydrography are due to both changes in

the bottom stratification and available potential energy

translated through MEKE to changes in bottom kinetic

energy. Hovmöller diagrams of the zonal average of
anomalies of resolved bottom speed, mesoscale bottom
speed, and bottom buoyancy frequency are shown in
Fig. 6 for both the pi-control and historical/RCP8.5

simulations. In the pi-control simulation, no clear

long-term trend of these variables can be seen. In the

historical/RCP8.5 simulation, both the resolved and

mesoscale bottom speed decrease over time while the

bottom stratification increases (with an exception over

the 308–508S band). These changes have opposite impacts

on the energy flux into lee waves. However, it should be

kept in mind that the changes in bottom mesoscale ve-

locity in MEKE are only related to changes in hydrog-

raphy with no representation of the eddy compensation/

saturation mechanisms (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan

2006; Morrison and Hogg 2013). Changes in MEKE are

mostly due to changes in the source term, which them-

selves are primarily related to changes in stratification

and baroclinicity. However, tracking which process is

responsible for changes in the amplitude and distribu-

tion of available potential energy is difficult. Indeed,

both changes in the wind field and thermal structure of

the Southern Ocean would impact the available poten-

tial energy, but these different processes are interlinked.

In the Southern Ocean, changes in bottom stratification

and velocity might be related to the weakening of the

abyssal MOC (Fig. 7) and to the poleward shift of the

Antarctic Circumpolar Current, as illustrated in Fig. 8 by

the positions of the polar front [determined here as the

FIG. 5. (a) Time series of the global energy flux into lee waves (in

TW) computed from the linear theory for the pi-control (in dark

blue), historical (in black), RCP2.6 (in light blue), RCP4.5 (in

green), RCP6.0 (in orange), and RCP8.5 (in red) simulations. A

low-pass filter (Sparzen filter with a window of 19 yr) has been

applied to the time series.
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position of the 28C isotherm at 200-m depth following

Orsi et al. (1995)] and subtropical front [determined here

as the position of the 108C isotherm at 150-m depth fol-

lowing Orsi et al. (1995)]. The poleward shift of the ACC

is found inmost climatemodels projections in response to

the changes of the subtropical and subpolar gyres extents,

and to increased transport through Drake Passage

(Meehl et al. 2007; Meijers et al. 2012).

To investigate the importance of changes in bottom

stratification, resolved bottom velocity and parameter-

ized mesoscale bottom velocity in explaining the

decrease of the global energy flux into lee waves in a

warmer climate, the energy flux into lee waves has been

computed using a constant annual cycle (corresponding

to the period 1861–80) separately for each of bottom

stratification, resolved bottom velocity, and parameter-

ized mesoscale bottom velocity for the historical/

RCP6.0 simulation while other quantities evolve as

before. Figure 9 shows that when a constant annual cycle

is used for the bottom stratification or parameterized

mesoscale bottom velocity, the global energy flux into

lee waves still decreases over time at a rate comparable

FIG. 6. Hovmöller (latitude–time) diagram of (top) the anomalies of the energy flux into lee waves (in log scale; Wm22), (middle top)

the anomalies of the resolved bottom speed (in log scale, cm s21), (middle bottom) the anomalies of theMEKEbottom speed (in log scale,

cm s21), and (bottom) the anomalies of the bottom stratification (in log scale, s21). Anomalies were computed from the zonal mean of the

2D spatial mean of years 1981–2000 (representative of the present climate state). The left column corresponds to the historical/RCP8.5

simulation and the right column to the preindustrial control simulation. The energy flux has been computed using the linear theory and has

been zonally averaged (not integrated). A low-pass filter (Sparzen filter with a window of 19 yr) has been applied in each panel. Note the

different color bars.
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to that of the energy flux computed from time-varying

bottom stratification or parameterized mesoscale bottom

velocity (cf. the yellow line and the light blue linewith the

black line in Fig. 9). However, when a constant annual

cycle is used for the resolved bottom velocity, the global

energy flux into leewaves does not show a clear long-term

trend. This suggests that the decrease of the energy flux

into lee waves in a warmer climate is mostly explained by

the decrease of the resolved bottom velocity. This is

consistent with previous results on the sensitivity of the

lee wave energy flux on the bottom velocity and stratifi-

cation (Trossman et al. 2013; Wright et al. 2014). Note

that in Fig. 9, the global energy flux computed with

a constant annual cycle for the resolved bottom velocity is

weaker than the global energy flux computed with a time-

varying resolved bottom velocity even in the 1861–80

period. This can be attributed to the smoothing effect on

the resolved bottomvelocity of using a 20-yrmean annual

cycle, leading to less energetic bottom currents.

Maps of the energy flux into lee waves, resolved bot-

tom speed, diagnosed mesoscale eddy bottom speed,

and bottom stratification for the pi-control and RCP8.5

simulations as well as their differences are respectively

shown in Figs. 10–13 for the twenty-second-century

mean (to smooth out the impact of natural variability).

Regions experiencing high rates of energy conversion

from the geostrophic flows into lee waves demonstrate

the greatest decrease of the energy flux in the RCP8.5

scenario compared to the pi-control simulation (Fig. 10).

Yet, patches of significant increase of the energy flux are

found in the SouthernOcean. Changes in the energy flux

in the Southern Ocean seem to be mostly related to

changes in both the resolved bottom speed (cf. Figs. 10c

and 11c) and the mesoscale eddy bottom speed (cf.

Figs. 10c and 12c). This is consistent with Fig. 6 and with

a strengthening ACC and associated mesoscale activity.

The increase in bottom stratification in the Southern

Ocean might also play a role, but likely of less impor-

tance than changes in bottom speed. Outside the

Southern Ocean, changes in the energy flux are mostly

related to changes in the bottom resolved speed (to-

gether with changes in themesoscale eddy bottom speed

changes in the northeastern Atlantic; Fig. 12c).

While the Southern Ocean (south of 308S) accounts
for a large fraction of the global energy flux into lee

waves (;35% in Figs. 10a,b), and for a large fraction of

its changes in a warmer climate (20%; Fig. 10c), no clear

long-term trend of the energy flux into lee waves in-

tegrated over the SouthernOcean (south of 308S) is seen
in our study (not shown). This is explained by compen-

sation effects (decrease of the energy flux over most

latitudes of the Southern Ocean under the RCP8.5 sce-

nario (Fig. 6), but increase in the 508–608S band).

FIG. 7. Meridional overturning circulation [MOC; in Sv (1 Sv [
106m3 s21)] for years 2181–2200 of (a) the RCP8.5 and (b) the pi-

control simulations. (c) Differences between the MOC of the

RCP8.5 and pi-control simulations [(a) minus (b)]. (d) Time series

(from 20-yr means) of theMOC (in Sv) averaged between 408S and
08 and 3000–4000-m depth for the RCP8.5 (in red) and pi-control

(in black) simulations.
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b. Annual cycle of the energy flux into lee waves in the
Southern Ocean

South of 308S, a clear annual cycle of the energy flux

into lee waves is simulated with a maximum in August–

September and aminimum in January–March (Fig. 14a).

To investigate the origin of the annual cycle of the en-

ergy flux into lee waves in the Southern Ocean, we first

look at the annual cycle in the Southern Ocean of the

different physical variables that directly impact the

conversion rate (9): the bottom stratification, parame-

terized mesoscale bottom velocity, resolved bottom

velocity, and total bottom velocity. Figure 14c shows

that both the bottom stratification (yellow line) and the

resolved bottom velocity (purple line) exhibit an annual

cycle that is phased with the annual cycle of the energy

flux into lee waves, with maxima inAugust–October and

minima in January–March. The energy flux into lee

waves also depends on the bottom stratification and

speed via the steepness parameter used for correction at

supercritical slopes and via the range of topographic

wavenumbers leading to propagating lee waves. To

further examine the impact of the annual cycle of the

bottom stratification and speed on the annual cycle of

the energy flux into lee waves, the same methodology as

used for explaining the long-term decrease of the global

energy flux (Fig. 9) is used. The energy flux into lee

waves is first computed in the pi-control simulation using

years 1861–2200 mean annual cycle for the bottom

stratification and velocities (black line in Fig. 14b). The

corresponding annual cycle of the energy flux presents

the same phasing as the annual cycle of the energy flux

into lee waves computed from monthly means over the

1861–2200 period (Fig. 14a, black line). Then, the energy

flux into lee waves is computed using the years 1861–2200

mean value of one quantity (bottom stratification, pa-

rameterized mesoscale bottom velocity, resolved bottom

velocity, or total bottom velocity) while using the 1861–

2200 mean annual cycle for the other quantities.

Figure 14b shows that when a constant value is used for the

parameterized mesoscale bottom velocity or the bottom

stratification, the annual cycle of the energy flux into lee

waves is still comparable to that of the energy flux com-

puted from the annual cycles of all physical quantities (cf.

the yellow line and the light blue line with the black line in

Fig. 14b). However, when the resolved bottom velocity is

held at its 1861–2200 mean value, the energy flux into lee

waves in the SouthernOcean shows amuchweaker annual

cycle with a maximum in December–January and a mini-

mum in May. The same result is obtained when the total

bottom velocity is held at its 1861–2200 mean value. This

suggests that the annual cycle of the energy flux into lee

waves in the Southern Ocean is mostly explained by the

annual cycle of the resolved bottom velocity.

4. Conclusions and discussions

Internal lee waves are generated by the interaction of

geostrophic flows with rough topography in the stratified

FIG. 8. Positions of the polar and subtropical fronts from 1861 to

2200 using 20-yr means in (a) the historical/RCP8.5 simulation and

(b) the pi-control simulation.

FIG. 9. Time series of the global energy flux into lee waves (in TW)

for the historical/RCP6 scenario simulation computed from the linear

theory (black line; same curve as the orange curve in Fig. 5a) and using

a constantmean1861–80 annual cycle for the bottomspeed (green line),

the bottom unresolved speed (MEKE, light blue line), the bottom re-

solved speed (purple line), and the bottom stratification (yellow line).
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ocean. Their breaking is thought to play a significant role

for the dissipation of eddy energy in the ocean and for

sustaining diapycnal mixing in the deep ocean, and

therefore for the maintenance of the deep ocean strati-

fication and global overturning circulation. Thus, lee-

wave-driven mixing warrants serious consideration, and

is becoming an area of active research. A key ingredient

for understanding and constraining lee-wave-driven

mixing is the energy flux that is transferred from geo-

strophic flows into lee waves. Two recent estimates of

the energy flux into lee waves have been computed by

Nikurashin and Ferrari (2011) and Scott et al. (2011)

based on the linear wave theory of Bell (1975). The static

estimate by Nikurashin and Ferrari (2011) was used in

Melet et al. (2014) to parameterize lee-wave-driven

mixing in a climate model. While Melet et al. (2014)

show that lee-wave-driven mixing makes a significant

impact on the ocean state and should be specifically

parameterized in ocean models, they argue that the

energy flux into lee waves used in the parameterization

should depend on the ocean state to allow the internal

lee-wave-driven mixing to evolve in a changing ocean.

In the present study, we aimed at exploring the evolu-

tion of the energy flux into lee waves from preindustrial to

possible future climate conditions. To do so, we used the

linear wave theory developed in Nikurashin and Ferrari

(2011) and applied it from year 1861 to year 2200. The

bottom stratification and velocity used for the calculation

FIG. 10. Twenty-second-century mean of the energy flux into lee waves using the linear

theory with (a) the RCP8.5 simulation (in log10 scale, units inmWm22) and (b) the pi-control

simulation (in log10 scale, units inmWm22). (c) Difference between (a) and (b) (inWm22).
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are simulated from the GFDL CM2G climate model

used for the IPCCAR5 suite using historical forcing and

RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0, and RCP8.5 scenarios. The

mesoscale eddy velocity, unresolved in the climate

model, is parameterized based on a 2D equation for the

evolution of the mesoscale eddy energy (MEKE) fol-

lowing the ideas of Eden and Greatbatch (2008) and

Marshall and Adcroft (2010). The parameterization of

the mesoscale eddy energy (referred to as the MEKE

scheme) captures both the patterns and rough magni-

tude of mesoscale eddy energy induced from the same

ocean model run at a higher resolution and used in the

estimate of the energy flux into lee waves by Nikurashin

and Ferrari (2011). The interface height diffusivities

passively diagnosed from the MEKE scheme also com-

pare well with the interface height diffusivities that are

actually used in the simulation. Therefore, the MEKE

scheme can be used as a passive diagnostic to parame-

terize the bottom mesoscale eddy energy and velocity.

Using the climate model to infer the ocean bottom

stratification, resolved velocity, and mesoscale eddy ve-

locity, the evolution of the energy flux into lee waves is

computed based on the linear theory for both a control

simulation in which the forcing due to aerosols and other

radiatively active gases is held at preindustrial levels. The

same is accomplished for simulations using the historical

concentrations of aerosols and other radiatively active

gases and the RCP scenarios. We show that the energy

FIG. 11. Twenty-second-century mean of the resolved bottom speed in (a) the RCP8.5

simulation (in log10 scale) and (b) the pi-control simulation (in log10 scale). (c) Difference

between (a) and (b). Units are inm s21.
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flux into lee wave significantly evolves in time, with a long-

term decrease of the global energy flux into lee waves over

the next two centuries in the historical/RCP simulations.

The energy flux into lee waves also exhibits a clear annual

cycle in the Southern Ocean, reaching its maximum in

austral winter. The annual cycle is mostly explained by the

annual cycle of the bottom velocities, the ACC and related

eddy activity being strong in austral winter. The time var-

iability of the energy flux into lee waves suggested in the

present study when the energy flux is impacted by changes

in winds, bottom speed, and stratification warrants the use

of a state-dependent, time-evolving energy flux in lee-

wave-driven mixing parameterization in climate models.

Our estimates of lee wave energy flux rely on existing

linear lee wave theory calculations and datasets which

are subject to different uncertainties. Regarding the linear

wave theory, topographic blocking and splitting effects

have been shown to impact the energy flux into lee waves

(Nikurashin et al. 2014). The correction we used in this

study for the saturation of the energy flux into leewaves at

supercritical slopes is the same as in previous lee wave

radiation estimates (e.g., Nikurashin and Ferrari 2011;

Scott et al. 2011) and therefore uses a critical steepness

parameter of 0.7.While this value is based on studies using

2D topographies, smaller critical steepness parameter

(of;0.4) should be used for 3D topographies (Nikurashin

et al. 2014). Saturation at a smaller critical steepness

parameter is due to 3D splitting and blocking effects

and leads to better agreement with observations (e.g.,

St. Laurent et al. 2012; Waterman et al. 2013; Sheen et al.

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 11, but for MEKE bottom speed.
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2013). The topographic spectra used in this study for

estimating the energy flux into lee waves are isotropic

and have a coarse spatial resolution. While abyssal hill

anisotropy is expected to impact regional lee wave ra-

diation estimates, it is not expected to strongly impact

the global integral of the energy flux into lee waves.

Given the consistency of the estimates of the energy flux

into lee waves of Nikurashin and Ferrari (2011) and

Scott et al. (2011) based on three independent topo-

graphic products [isotropic topographic spectrum based

on single beam acoustic data in Nikurashin and Ferrari

(2011), topographic spectrum based on paleo-spreading

rates (Goff and Arbic 2010), and small-scale altimeter-

derived gravity roughness (Goff 2010) in Scott et al.

(2011)], we conclude that uncertainties in the topographic

spectrum used in this study should not strongly impact

our conclusions on the evolution of the energy flux into

lee waves under possible future climate conditions. Be-

cause of these different assumptions made in the linear

wave theory estimate of the energy flux, our results are

not expected to be accurate locally. However, this study

does not aim to improve existing linear wave theory

calculations but rather to use them to study the sensitivity

of lee wave radiation to changes in climate conditions.

The bottom stratification and velocity used in our

calculations of the energy flux under changing climates

are simulated by the CM2G climate model and are also

subject to uncertainties. Regarding the bottom veloci-

ties, our results rely on both the resolved and parame-

terized mesoscale eddy bottom velocities. It should be

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 11, but for bottom stratification.
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clear that the MEKE eddy-induced bottom velocities are

not expected to be locally accurate. The parameters used

within the MEKE closure are not fundamental and were

determined empirically. In particular, the ratio of bottom

over vertical-mean mesoscale eddy velocity (a) is not

expected to be globally uniform and constant. Further-

more, the pattern of mean energy extraction by eddies

might change under a changing climate, either in ampli-

tude or location, due to mean state changes. However, at

leading order we do not expect the nature of eddy or

dissipation processes to be very different. Assuming an

equilibrium for themesoscale energy cycle, the pattern or

amplitude of eddy energy dissipation must respond to

a change in mean flow energy extraction. These as-

sumptions allow us to tune the MEKE parameters for

contemporary climate and then apply the MEKE model

with those same parameters in a changed climate. Fur-

thermore, eddy compensation/saturationmechanisms are

neglected in the estimate of the mesoscale eddy-induced

bottom velocities.

Finally, Trossman et al. (2013) showed that when lee

wave generation was accounted for in an ocean model

through a momentum-flux-based parameterization, the

modeled bottom stratification was significantly reduced

while the bottom speed was also slightly reduced. Lee

wave generation exerts a drag force on the geostrophic

flow, acting as a sink for themesoscale eddy energy. This

feedback was neglected in this study, and would require

theMEKE closure scheme to be used interactively in the

oceanmodel. It should also be noted that themodel used in

this study does not take into account the mixing associated

with the dissipation of lee waves. As lee-wave-driven

mixing impacts the stratification in the deep ocean

(Trossman et al. 2013; Melet et al. 2014), this could lead to

feedbacks on the energy flux into lee waves and the me-

soscale eddy energy. Despite these different sources of

uncertainties, our estimate for the present day conditions

compareswellwith the estimates byNikurashin andFerrari

(2011) and Scott et al. (2011), which gives some confidence

in our results and their relevance to the real ocean.

Regarding the evolution of the energy flux from pre-

industrial to present to twenty-second-century climate

conditions, the future emissions of radiatively active

gases and aerosols are other sources of uncertainty.

Despite these uncertainties, we believe that our esti-

mates of the evolution of the energy flux into lee waves

integrated over the global or Southern Ocean, showing

a long-term decrease of the global energy flux under

a warming climate, are qualitatively robust.
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